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Street map of Oslo and Bergen, scale 1:10,000, includes insets with the Oslo-Bergen public transit

connection, Oslo's environs and the Public Transit map. Legend includes expressways, major

streets, secondary lanes, metro/subway/T-Bane line, tram/streetcar/Trikk stop with line #, parks,

plazas, accommodations, churches, museums, points of interest, bus terminals, boat-ferry docks,

bicycle routes/hiking trails, historical ruins. Includes extensive index of Oslo and Bergen street

names.
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ITMB Publishing (International Travel Maps and Books) of Vancouver, Canada, has published

detailed reference and travel maps of countries, regions, and cities around the world since 1985.

The company's titles include many that are unique or the first of their kind, including the first

commercially available travel map of South America.

It's a street map. What can I say? If you like to get a lay of the land, the big picture this is a great

help. I personally like a large paper map instead of the teeny slice of land I can call up on my iPhone

and besides, I didn't use my iPhone, wary of the excessive overseas charges.

An excellent map of Oslo and Bergen. Easy to read. The scale of 1:10,000 gives great detail of

every street and alley, including one-way streets. Location of individual hotels. Also has a small area



map of Oslo showing main roads in and out of an area about ten times that of the detailed map.

Stick it in your coat pocket and walk around with confidence!

Very helpful and a good size text. Easy to read. Many high lighted features noted on the

map.Looking forward to our trip to Norway next month. *The only negative is that the paper it is

printed on is quite thin and flimsy. It will have to be handled gently or it will probably rip, but for the (

low) cost I think it is worth it.

These maps will be very helpful. I would have liked it better if they had been separate and plastic

covered like the foldable maps I got of London and of Dublin, but I'm assuming that Bergen and

Oslo are not as popular tourist destinations as Dublin and London.

Each city tourist info center gives you a map of the city center, but nothing matches these maps for

a true overview of the cities. We used it through out our trip. Well worn and well loved.

We had been to Oslo before and walked to Frogner park from the city center w/o the aide of a map.

We had to stop several times to ask for help. I don't want to do that again! We are returning to Oslo

and are planning a cross town walk. The map covers it all.We are in our early 60's and find Oslo a

very walkable city. So much to see.

It's a good street map to Oslo; less so for Bergen.

Better than a map in a guide-book, larger scale than the Norway country map, this is a must for

travelers in an unfamiliar country.
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